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Where we’re going



Visitors served by Drupal v. Percussion



Features and functionality

● Files & Images
○ “Permalinks” for documents
○ autoCAD
○ MP3s
○ File sizes
○ Image handling
○ Focal point control on Guides

● Filter content by organization
○ SiteImprove
○ Search

● Linking Pages (Impact Analysis)
● Organization links (relationship 

indicators) on every page
● Page-level alerts
● Auto-complete in rich text for links

● Org page
○ Mosaics
○ Boards

● Curated lists
○ Sorting
○ Descriptions
○ Directories (lists of people w/ contact 

info)
● Services

○ Contact info
○ “See all” links

● Events without addresses (webinars)
● Binders
● Information Details



Feedback loops



Customer satisfaction (53 on old Mass.gov)

61
Average

67
“For recreation”

57
“For my job”

45

Bouncing 
between 
old and new

+8 +14 +4 -8
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job”

users
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A power user is 
someone who 
visited Mass.gov 10 
or more times on 
the same device.

Power users are 
20% of all Mass.gov 
visits.
Full analysis of users with 10+ Mass.gov sessions

“For my job” power user research (Q3)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12DVnEi3VIzk6kvL4sRL9ij2qSMiUTF1olFS-kxA4S_Y/edit


   

6 in-depth interviews and 
screen shares 

We talked to: Lawyer, Enrolled 
Tax Agent, Trade Assoc. VP, 
Energy Broker, Union 
Researcher, Building Trades 
Expert.

Hour-long roundtable 
with 23 workers comp 
attorneys

2/27 visit to Mass Bar 
Association Workers’ 
Compensation Council

Robust discussion on disruption 
to their workflows and 
environmental factors beyond 
Mass.gov

Day-long onsite 
observation at Law 
Library

2/22 visit to Norfolk Law Library 
to observe and interview 2 law 
librarians. Taste of G2G power 
users providing direct service to 
constituents via Mass.gov

“For my job” power user research (Q3)



■ G2G employees do experience a number of similar pain points to “I need this for my job” power users, 
especially around:
✓ Organization ownership / validation on pages
✓ Org page as a one-stop-shop
✓ Search by organization
✓ Number of clicks / length of pages / “show me more sooner” (lots of this)
✓ Legacy limbo / bouncing back and forth from new <> old.
✓ Manual process for checking updates.

■ “This is not for us”. A clear perception among many that the new Mass.gov is not built for them and 
their internal audiences. 

■ Looking up people and their contact info on Mass.gov is a common activity with inconsistent results.

■ Hierarchy and relationships between state organization is information they expect to find but often 
don’t. 

Overlapping findings from G2G research (Q4)
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Features in development today...







‘Fast, easy, and wicked awesome’ for the vast 
majority of Mass.gov users

FY19 Goal



80%
unique 

pageviews 50%
unique pageviews by

“for my job”
power users

Wicked awesome for...



Content type overview



New: Use Curated Lists to make staff directories

■ Create a staff directory 
using a Curated List with 
Contact Info and Person 
items

■ Choose any or all:
○ Phone
○ Email and website link
○ Address
○ Fax

■ Use labels for automatic 
updates



Organization page subtypes & improvements

New features

■ Featured Item 
Mosaic

■ Our organizations
■ Relationship 

indicators

New subtypes

■ Elected Official
■ Board



Long-form content

Binders

■ Ties related pages 
together

■ Table of contents 
■ Use for chapter 

books, themed 
collections



Long-form content

Information Detail

■ For long, complex 
content

■ Full-width header image, 
video, iframes

■ “Sticky” table of contents
■ Stats and pull quotes



Long-form content

Guide

■ For interconnected 
content with multiple 
points of action

■ Describe a complex 
process

■ New header image focal 
point feature



Converting content types

Are you using the right content type?

■ If it's mostly links, 
maybe it should 
be a Curated List.
 

■ If it's very long, 
maybe it should 
be multiple 
Service Detail 
pages or an Info 
Detail page. 

■ If its title begins 
with a verb, 
maybe it should 
be a How-to.

■ If it’s describing a 
complicated 
process, maybe it 
should be a 
Guide. 

■ If it’s contact info 
or a directory of 
people, maybe it 
should be a 
Curated List with 
Contact Info and 
Person items 



Converting content types



Converting content types



Converting content types

Important steps

1. Use Pages Linking Here to update links
2. Move obsolete page to trash
3. Keep your search engine value!

Submit a ServiceNow support request for a  
Drupal-to-Drupal redirect from the Mass.gov 
team. We need:

a. The obsolete page’s URL
b. The new page’s URL



Analytics dashboards

And other tools to improve your content



76% of constituents interact with Mass.Gov

?
Slow Confusing Frustrating

404

OOPS
We can’t find that page



FY19 Digital Services goal

‘Fast, easy, and wicked awesome’ 
for 80% of Mass.gov traffic

and 50% of ‘for my job’ power users



What is awesome content?

■ Is linked to other 
pages

■ Uses the 
appropriate 
content type

■ Has no broken 
links, or 
misspellings

Awesome content is easy to find, easy to understand, and easy to use 
to complete tasks or get information. Awesome content:

■ Has a clear title 
that 
differentiates it 
from other pages

■ Addresses the 
reader directly in 
plain language

■ Breaks up 
information with 
bullets and lists

■ Has no missing 
information

■ Uses page 
features correctly



Analytics Dashboards for Service Suite Content Types

Service Pages Service Details How-to



Scoring the Pages



Improving your content



Siteimprove



Feedback Manager



Learn more about our tools

■ Watch the analytics 
dashboard webinar 
and read the help 
articles on our 
Medium site

■ Sign up for 
dashboard office 
hours for a 1-on-1 
session with a 
content strategist



How you can make your content awesome

Every piece of content on Mass.gov should score a 3 or higher and meet our 
definition of awesome. 

■ Every time you 
publish a page, look 
at the Improve Your 
Content checklists 

■ Every time you 
update a page, look 
at the feedback and 
the content 
performance score

■ If your scores are 
below 3, use the 
Improve Your Content 
checklists to boost 
them

■ If you find negative 
feedback, see if there’s 
information you should 
clarify or add 

■ Use Siteimprove 
to fix broken links 
or misspellings

■ Ask for help 
through office 
hours



This summer and fall



ConCon

Save the date! 

Wednesday, 
September 26

Join us for the first annual cross-organization content conference! 

ConCon aims to bring together Mass.gov content authors and editors in an all-day event to:
● Share successful practices 
● Collaborate on shared challenges
● Take away lessons about different ways to improve content on Mass.gov   

Have session ideas?

E-mail 
julia.gutierrez@mass.gov



Mass.gov Support

Request support via ServiceNow Check out our release notes

massgov.service-now.com edit.mass.gov/admin/release-note
s



Mass.gov Support

Read our newsletters Visit our resource library

medium.com/massdigital



Q&A



End


